
ESSAY ON MY FAVOURITE BOOK OF 300 WORDS

Books are the oldest Friends of Human. In Order to Help students finding "My Favourite Book Essay"
carriagehouseautoresto.com Pressents these Long.

How is the style of writing? Due to his ambitious nature, he pursues his Dream. It guides us to live a good life
here but also can have a better life later. There are clear instructions about our life in the Holy Quran. School,
homework and tuition classes burdens me. I like the Holy Quran the most. Every aspect of our life has been
discussed in detail in it. His favourite genre is the detective stories where a murder leads to other hidden
secrets. Santiago knew where the treasure was, and he finally found the treasure. He saw this dream twice. It
gives us a complete guidance. You can read story books, newspapers, magazines, blogs, comics, English
textbooks, instructions and ingredients on food packages, advertisements, etc. Santiago told him about his
mission treasure, but they laughed and beat him. Nowadays a lot of people think that the more people have TV
or Internet in their homes, the fewer people will buy books. I regard the books as my companion. They guide
us how to lead a fantastic life. It tells us what reward we can get if we do good deeds and what punishments
can be for bad deeds. They help to learn new things. He was a shepherd by profession and one day saw a
Dream about a treasure. Nothing is impossible in this world. They expose various hidden truths. They teach
the knowledge of the real world and also expose the in-born but hidden abilities as my hobby is Book reading.
The chapters are called suras, which are in all. The town is bombed down, parents, friends and relatives are
vanished. They also give us a message. My Favourite Book essay is an important essay by the exam point of
view. Luckily a large number of books are stacked in our family-library. It explains how we can establish a
society in which all help each other and none troubles anyone-a society based on the principles of honesty,
justice, and fair play. I use to read, a lot of books! This chapter is full of philosophy and mysteries of Life. It
helps us lead a noble, honest, humble and fair life and makes us live a more harmonious life with our fellow
beings. As the good books are extremely fruitful, some bad books can be very dangerous. Christopher also
compose his story within this framework because it provides order for. This book is my most favorite book.
There are clear injunctions about our life in the Holy Quran. The Holy Quran is not only for an individual or
nation but also for the whole of humanity. My favourite rooms is my bedroom.


